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K•LAB is the place where Kappa tests and analyses its products, 
taking them to the limit, seeking valuable information to improve, 
innovate, rethink and always suggest new solutions.

K·LAB>The passion, the attention to detail, and the precision that our team adopts in the creation of 
every single Kappa product is precisely the same procedure that a biker would adopt when 
choosing the finest accessories and products for their motorcycle.  K·LAB is the place where 
Kappa tests and analyses its products, taking them to the limit, seeking valuable information 
to improve, innovate, rethink and always suggest new solutions. The combination between  
K·LAB, with its modern crash test equipment,  and the co-operation of external labs, equipped 
with optical benches and spectrophotometers for the control of the homologation of the 
visors, enables Kappa to play a prominent role in the arena of research and the avant-garde 
world of security and comfort on two wheels. Engineers and technicians analyse every driving 
situation, in every weather condition, for every kind of impact on a helmet, in order to obtain a 
level of absolute safety on the end product. Young testers live the city, connecting their smart 
phones, filling and emptying their hard bags commuting to their places of study or work and 
having used and tested our products in their daily life, the products are returned to our lab 
where feedback and suggestions regarding the products are given to the Kappa Engineers 
with a view to further improving existing products and developing new ones.

Thanks to 50 years of experience 
and expertise, we have the  apability 
to provide  the best in both comfort 
and safety.
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SUZUKI

14_ EH5108K Extension in plexiglass smoked for original hand protector

15_ KS281 Pair of stainless steel universal manifold protectors

04_ TK756 Inner bag for GARDA KGR52N

16_ KVE42A K-VENTURE Top-case in aluminum, 42 lt

17_ K635 Backrest for KVE42A

18_ KRA5108 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

19_ ES5108K Specific support in aluminum and stainless steel to widen the surface  

 support area of the original side stand

20_ RP5112 Oil carter protector in Aluminium

21_ KLR5108 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

22_ 5108D + D5108KIT Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)

23_ PH5108K Specific engine head protector in anodized aluminium

24_ KN5108OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel

35_ RA311R + BF11K Tank bag with Tanklock System + Specific flange for fitting  

 the tank bag RA311R

25_ KPR5108 Specific radiator guard

26_ KNH5114OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel

27_ KVE37APACK Pair of side cases in aluminum, with polymer edges and internal 

 reinforcements in profiled aluminum

BMW
R1200GS (13 > 15)

01_ KRA3105 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

02_ KLR3105 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

03_ KGR52 Top-case, capacity 52 ltrs, equipped with silver cover on top-shell 

04_ TK756 Inner bag for KGR52

05_ K635 Backrest

06_ KD3105ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x W)

07_ KHP3105  Specific ABS hand protector

08_ KN3105 Specific engine guard

09_ RP3105 Oil carter protector in Aluminium

10_ ES3105K Specific support in aluminum and stainless steel to widen the surface support 

 area of the original side stand

11_ KGR33N Top-case, capacity 33 ltrs, equipped with silver cover on top-shell

35_ RA311R + BF18K Tank bag with Tanklock System + Specific flange for fitting  

 the tank bag RA311R

12_ KMG3105 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

13_ K9915B Metal rack (black)

DL1000 V-STROM (14 > 15)
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28_ KS900A Universal aluminum handle bar to install GPS holders, smartphone holders, electronic device 

 holders for road use. 

29_ KS180T Universal transparent spoiler mountable to fairings / windscreens, 12,5 x 25,0 cm (H x W)

30_ KVE58A Top-case in aluminum, 58 ltrs.

31_ EX1SRAK Expandable aluminum bag holder to fit on the aluminium rear supports KRA_ _.

32_ KS310 Pair of universal additional spotlights with halogen lights

33_ RA309R Tank bag with Tanklock System

34_ K9910N + E125 Elastic net + kit of 4 rings

35_ RA311R Tank bag with Tanklock System

36_ KS957B Universal Smartphone holder. Compatible with scooter, bike and bicycle.

37_ WA406S Waterproof cargo-bag
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Please check the
section “My motorcycle” to find the 

specific accessories for your bike
www.kappamoto.com
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